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Abstract: This study aims to provide a comprehensive critical review of the existing body of evidence
pertaining to gait rehabilitation. It also seeks to introduce a systematic approach for the development
of innovative design solutions in this domain. The field of gait rehabilitation has witnessed a surge
in the development of novel robotic devices. This trend has emerged in response to limitations
observed in most commercial solutions, particularly regarding their high costs. Consequently, there
is a growing need to explore more cost-effective alternatives and create opportunities for greater
accessibility. Within the realm of cost-effective options, linkage-based gait trainers have emerged
as viable alternatives, prompting a thorough examination of this category, which is carried out in
this work. Notably, there is a wide heterogeneity in research approaches and presentation methods.
This divergence has prompted discourse regarding the standardization of key elements relevant to
the proposals of new linkage-based devices. As a result, this study proposes a comprehensive and
standardized design process and offers a brief illustration of the application of this design process
through the presentation of a potential new design.

Keywords: mechanical linkage; gait rehabilitation; gait trainer; systematic design

1. Introduction

Gait is a very important part of our day-to-day activities since it contributes greatly
to our independence and quality of life [1]. A considerable number of different health
conditions can negatively impact gait, namely stroke, spinal cord injury, traumatic brain
injury, Parkinson’s disease, cerebral palsy, and many more [2]. At the same time, with
scientific advances providing better health outcomes, life expectancy is becoming higher,
and the elderly portion of the population is increasing globally [3]. Hence, chronic diseases
must be added to the list of conditions that require some level of rehabilitation, including
gait rehabilitation. Recent studies show that the global need for rehabilitation has already
increased by 63% from 1990 to 2019 [4], and therefore a growing share of the population
will need interventions that improve their abilities, including gait ability, demonstrating
the importance of gait rehabilitation for health systems worldwide.

Locomotor training is an important rehabilitation component for recovering gait
function after a neurologic injury or disease. Its main objective is to retrain the patient’s
nervous system, seeking to restore motor skills associated with standing, posture, walking,
and mobility. Based on neurorehabilitation principles, it aims to drive neural plasticity,
using a task-specific approach [5]. Significant research efforts have been made lately
to find meaningful and effective rehabilitation strategies to both allow better treatment
outcomes and reach a larger portion of the population burdened with mobility impairments.
However, despite many technological solutions and advancements, only one in eight people
undergoing gait rehabilitation following a stroke can achieve independence in walking [6],
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and the quality of life achieved at the end of rehabilitation was found to not be long-
lasting [7]. This ephemeral aspect of improvements from gait rehabilitation is supported by
a review of studies evaluating electromechanical gait training coupled with physiotherapy.
They found that improvements in independence in walking were not long-lasting but had
low evidence quality and therefore required additional investigation [6]. This same review
found that walking velocity also increased right after the end of the intervention phase but
not at the follow-up phase (mean follow-up period ranging from 18 weeks to 22.3 weeks),
but the same uncertainty of the conclusion from independence in walking applies.

Furthermore, costs are also an important aspect of gait rehabilitation strategies, in
conjunction with a rising burden on therapists caused by an ever-increasing segment of
the population demanding these health services. Without special equipment and structure,
gait therapy can be particularly burdensome on therapists, requiring, in some cases, up
to four professionals to perform a rehabilitation task routine [8]. Studies have also been
conducted to assess the cost-effectiveness of some robotic devices compared to conventional
gait therapy. In [9], a comparison between conventional training and overground robotic
training was performed using a cohort study of spinal cord injury (SCI) patients from
four different sites. Its results have shown more cost-effectiveness for each approach
under different conditions: if the patient had an incomplete spinal cord injury, conventional
training was most cost-effective. On the other hand, if the patient had a complete spinal cord
injury, the most cost-effective approach would be overground robotic training. Concerns
regarding a more widespread adoption of new therapies and robotic devices were also
raised, emphasizing the need for cost-competitive solutions to really provide a positive
impact across health systems [10].

There are different conceptualizations for a device architecture intended for gait train-
ing and gait rehabilitation. Motorized exoskeletons (wearable or stationary) and motorized
end-effector types of devices are among the most adopted and tested in clinical trials. Since
they need to employ expensive equipment and embedded technology, their asking price
can be quite high, creating an obstacle to mass adoption. Linkage-based devices could be
an option to reduce degrees of freedom (DoFs), reducing complexity and consequently
reducing total cost to provide more affordable alternatives—in some cases, even without
motorization. However, to get the best results from a proposed gait therapy, either by
using highly technological devices or by using simpler and more cost-effective alternatives,
doing so in accordance with motor learning principles is of paramount importance. Some
of these principles are weight support on lower limbs to the maximum level possible,
improving sensory inputs, improving kinematics for all motor tasks, improving rehabilita-
tion strategies, and curtailing compensatory movements [5]. Other important principles
listed in the literature are an early therapy start, guidance, intensity, similarity between the
exercised task and the task to be learned, practice variability, motivation, and part-practice
or whole-practice exercises [11].

Many reviews related to gait rehabilitation and gait devices’ technology have been
performed over the years, as reported, for example, in [12–14]. They attempt to address
important questions and assess the effectiveness of these devices as interventions in re-
habilitation tasks [6]. However, the absence of some technical details and experimental
data (for example, kinematic accuracy or the control strategy used during randomized
controlled trials) makes it difficult to identify specific unique features on some gait trainers.
As a result, the abovementioned trials proposed the grouping of different devices under the
same category, such as, for example, grouping all exoskeleton devices in a single category
even if they might have different control strategies. This issue is mentioned in [15], where
a review of control strategies is performed but a lack of standardization in experimental
protocols is found, which ultimately leads to a low level of confidence in the effectiveness
of different control techniques in the clinical outcomes of gait rehabilitation.

Another characteristic of the existing review papers is that they were mostly focused
on complex robotic devices, giving their main attention to the control aspects [13,15] or
to the required motors/sensors [16,17], or with a focus on specific hardware features,
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as in the case of cable-driven devices [12]. The aim of this paper is to complement the
current literature with a specific focus on linkage-based devices, evaluate the present
research on this topic, and discuss and propose a specific design process that can provide a
standardization of the mechanism design process for linkage-based gait trainers (references
include experimental and clinical data, which provide the starting requirements for the
proposed design procedure). Hence, the present review seeks to contextualize and present
current gait trainers, provide a research overview of linkage-based devices intended for
gait rehabilitation, and critically appraise current research, pointing out new opportunities
for advancement and new research directions. It is divided as follows: Section 2 presents
an overview of devices, and Section 3 presents the methodology for searching existing
literature for linkage-based devices. Section 4 starts by introducing the requirements
of a linkage-based gait trainer and displays the search results divided by topology and
configuration. Section 5 discusses the current research and some opportunities related to
common design elements and comparability issues. Section 6 presents a possible design
following a proposed methodology and introduces some recommendations for future
research. Section 7 concludes this review.

2. Current Gait Training Devices

Even with many design proposals aiming to facilitate and improve gait rehabilitation,
only a portion arrives to patients and produces rehabilitation outcomes to be later analyzed,
as in [6]. The devices employed are primarily complex robotic devices, using as their
prime mover either an exoskeleton or an end-effector architecture with multiple degrees of
freedom, embedded electronics, and computerized systems that provide different control
strategies to be used in therapy. Often, they count on an active (motorized) body weight
support system [18,19], configuring a whole rehabilitation system. These devices can be
divided into four categories [6]: exoskeleton, end-effector, mobile-powered, and ankle joint
assist devices. In addition to those categories, we included cable-driven devices, which
have not been through the same extensive testing as the previous four categories but are
worthy of note since they can provide important advantages, like not requiring perfect joint
alignment and offering adaptability to different users and more versatility depending on
the number of cables [12].

2.1. Exoskeleton

The Lokomat (Figure 1 reprinted with permission from ref. [20]. Copyright
2023 Elsevier) is one of the most well-known and extensively tested robotic gait train-
ers. It is a driven gait orthosis using a body weight support system (BWSS) that uses
a treadmill as a gait surface and that can be integrated into serious games and biofeed-
back [20]. It possesses a drive system to move an exoskeleton structure attached to the
user’s lower limbs bilaterally and optionally includes a pelvis module. This module en-
ables gait training that is not constrained in the sagittal plane only, thus permitting balance
training and a more realistic gait [21]. The exoskeleton’s movements are performed at
the hip and knee joints, while the ankle joint is passively supported in the swing phase
by foot lifters. The BWSS is a mechatronic system designed to provide unloading to the
user and can respond dynamically during the gait cycle, seeking to maintain a consistent
and accurate unloading force [22,23]. For control strategies during gait training, there are
different techniques that can be used, such as challenge-based control, assistive strategies,
or adaptive control [20,24]. It is equipped to use serious games [25] and biofeedback [26,27].
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Figure 1. The Lokomat, showing its orthosis and the body weight support with a user. Reprinted
with permission from ref. [20]. Copyright 2023 Elsevier

2.2. End-Effector

The Gait Trainer II (GT II) [28] is an example of an end-effector type of device (Figure 2).
It is based on the concept of performing a gait-like movement by guiding the patient’s feet,
which are positioned on footplates. It does not restrain the user’s lower limbs but instead
guides the patient’s feet through a planar trajectory, like what a therapist would do. This
movement is achieved through a crank and rocker gear system that follows the ratio of
60 percent stance to 40 percent swing phases, following the natural gait proportion [29–31].
Attached to this system are two cranks controlling the vertical and horizontal positions of
the center of mass (CoM). It also possesses a body weight support system (harness) and
can be adjusted to different patients by using different gear sizes.

Figure 2. A CAD representation for stationary gait trainers. At the (left), an exoskeleton-based gait
trainer (similar to Lokomat) and to the (right) an end-effector-based gait trainer (similar to GT II).
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2.3. Mobile Powered

Ekso is a mobile, powered orthosis composed of a fitted metal brace, a solid torso,
rechargeable batteries, motors, and a computer. It is intended to be used with a walking
aid (cane, crutch, or walker). The motorized joints are the hip and knee ones, while the
ankle joint is a passive one [32]. It is intended to be used in rehabilitation institutions under
therapist supervision and has the capabilities of sitting, standing, walking, and turning.
The patient can initiate gait through a weight shift between legs, or the therapist can initiate
it by using a handheld controller. Additionally, in the event of a power failure, it behaves
like a passive leg brace, letting the hip joints free but locking the knee joints as a safety
feature [33].

2.4. Ankle Joint Assist

The Anklebot (Figure 3) is a device intended, as the name says, to assist the ankle
joint in preventing foot drop, which is a common complication in patients following
stroke, multiple sclerosis, and spinal cord injury [34]. The ankle joint is responsible for
important gait tasks like shock absorption, equilibrium, and serving as a controlling joint
of the foot, which is the direct interface to the ground. The Anklebot aids in two of
the ankle’s degrees of freedom: plantar/dorsiflexion and inversion/eversion. Brushless
DC motors are responsible for actuation, and sensors (encoders) have the task of giving
position information and feedback to the controller that yield some control modes, namely
impedance control, proportional gain control, and derivative gain control. In addition to
that, the Anklebot can be used as a clinical measurement tool [35,36].

Figure 3. A person using the MIT-Anklebot on a split treadmill.

2.5. Cable-Driven

Cable-driven types of devices have some different architectures and therefore can be
subclassified accordingly: serial exoskeleton, serial end-effector, parallel exoskeleton, and
parallel end-effector [12]. They can bring the same benefits as robotic rehabilitation devices,
with the additional advantage of being lightweight, simpler, and possible to use at home.

ROPES [37] is the acronym for RObotic Physical Exercise and System, describing a
system for lower limb rehabilitation that treats hip, knee, and ankle joints. It is a serial-
exoskeleton type of cable-driven device composed of a controller, seven motors, cables,
linear springs, torsional springs, cuffs, a leg frame, and a fixed frame. It provides position-
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based impedance and trajectory control [38]. Movements can be performed in the sagittal
plane and the frontal plane.

A broader view of the discussed gait devices can be seen in Table 1. Several of these
devices were reviewed in systematic literature reviews like [6], with more focus on the
possible benefits provided and evidence quality and less on evaluating their design and
technical details. They were predominantly evaluated in randomized controlled trials
(except for cable-driven devices, which do not appear in such trials at this point) with
two arms (a control group and an experimental group). Their primary outcomes involved
clinical gait measures like walking ability (FACs, functional ambulation categories), walking
velocity, step length, and other clinical gait and rehabilitation measures.

Table 1. Electromechanical gait devices.

Device Type 1 Joints Range of
Motion (ROM)

Planes
of

Motion

Body
Weight
Support

Gait
Surface 2

Max
Speed

Lokomat [20,27] E

Torso
Hip

Knee
Ankle

±4 cm/±4◦
Adjustable
Adjustable

Passive

Sagittal
Frontal

Transverse
Harness TM 3.2 km/h

Robogait [39,40] E
Hip

Knee
Ankle

Adjustable
Adjustable

Passive
Sagittal Harness TM 3.2 km/h

Ekso [33,41] M
Hip

Knee
Ankle

+135◦/−20◦
+130◦/0◦

+10◦/−10◦
Sagittal

Transverse

Crutch
Cain

Walker
OG 3.5 km/h

HAL [42,43] M Hip
Knee

120◦/−20◦
120◦/−6◦ Sagittal Not

included
FS

(indoor) Not specified

Gait Trainer
GT I [44] EE

CoM
(vert/horiz.)

Ankle

1 cm/2 cm
Adjustable (gears) Sagittal Harness FPs 140 steps/min

Gait Trainer
GT II [44,45] EE Ankle Step length: 34–48 cm Sagittal Harness FPs 2 km/h

Haptic Walker [46] EE Ankle Adjustable Sagittal Harness FPs 5 km/h

G-EO System [47,48] EE Ankle Step length: max 55 cm
Step height: 10–20 cm Sagittal Harness FPs 2.3 km/h

Anklebot [35,36] AJA Ankle
DF/PF: 25◦/45◦
IV/EV: 25◦/20◦
IR/ER: 15◦/15◦

All Not
included

TM
OG Not specified

C-ALEX [49–51] CD Hip
Knee

+43.8◦ ± 7.4◦/−11.6◦ ± 1.8◦
84.3◦ ± 7.6◦/0◦ Sagittal Not

included TM 1.6 km/h 3

ROPES [37,52] CD
Hip

Knee
Ankle

Adjustable
Adjustable
Adjustable

Sagittal Harness TM 5.4 km/h 3

CaLT [53] CD Knee Adjustable Sagittal Harness TM 5.4 km/h 3

1 E—exoskeleton; EE—end-effector; M—mobile; AJA—ankle joint assist; CD—cable-driven. 2 TM—treadmill;
OG—overground; FS—flat surface; FPs—footplates. 3 This speed is mentioned in [37,49,53] respectively, but does
not necessarily represent a maximum speed, just the maximum reported.

The literature clearly reports that actual gait trainers still do not have proper charac-
teristics for a wide market implementation, especially due to high complexity and costs.
Linkage-based gait trainers can provide improvements in terms of cost reduction and
simplicity of use. Therefore, there is high interest in designing novel linkage-based gait
trainers. However, the design of linkage-based gait trainers is quite complex, requiring
a very careful and systematic mechanism design procedure to consider a wide range of
design variables, topologies, requirements, and constraints. The aim of this work is to
review current designs and provide a systematic and standardized approach to generate
new designs of linkage-based gait trainers according to specific needs.

3. Search Methodology

The literature on the addressed topic is very wide. Therefore, we decided to adopt a
systematic search methodology, as described in the present section (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. A PRISMA-style [54] flowchart for the proposed literature review process.

For this review, papers were selected from the Web of Science with the following
keywords (topics): gait, rehabilitation, linkage, gait trainer, four bar, five bar, six bar, seven
bar, eight bar, and spatial linkage. Initial searches showed 506 papers, which were then
refined by excluding papers unrelated to gait rehabilitation and/or gait trainers, resulting
in a total of 101 papers. Then, papers were analyzed on a case-by-case basis for inclusion or
exclusion in this review, with a stopping criterion after all topologies were represented.

The inclusion criteria are that the devices reported must have a function as a gait
trainer, help guide the legs for performing a gait task (not a leg brace), and provide
kinematic data. A device would also be excluded if it did not add information to the
topology being represented in this review, besides those already selected. Current gait
rehabilitation devices presented in the previous section have a higher degree of complexity,
involving motorization and control systems, and tend to have higher costs, creating some
difficulties towards broader adoption.

Many research efforts are being spent on making more affordable rehabilitation options
that are at least as effective as the ones already presented briefly here. Amongst those
devices, linkage-based devices (passive [55–57] or motorized) are noteworthy since they
present the potential of guiding a kinematically similar movement to healthy gait and
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have received a lot of attention lately, with a diverse set of different propositions for gait
training machines.

4. Linkage-Based Devices

There are many different choices to make when proposing a gait trainer. To keep mo-
torization to a minimum or even allow manual actuation, the common option is to choose
a closed-chain architecture with one degree of freedom. Other desirable characteristics
for a gait trainer (valid not only for linkage-based devices but for any gait trainer) are
listed below:

• Simplicity and low volume;
• Kinematic accuracy compared to human natural gait;
• Maximization of sensory inputs;
• Adaptability to different subjects.

A gait trainer, be it a fixed rehabilitation platform device or a mobile overground
rehabilitation device, must consider space and weight constraints, which translate into
topology simplicity and a low volume requirement (the smaller the number of links,
the less space and device weight are required). Furthermore, to fulfill the objective of
relearning gait and trying to take advantage of brain plasticity to achieve recovery [58],
it is considered important to reproduce the gait pattern close to the natural gait pattern.
Accordingly, for gait trainers, it is necessary to have some level of kinematic accuracy,
even though a minimum level of accuracy is not yet known in terms of rehabilitation
outcomes. Maximizing sensory inputs (such as ground contact forces) is important to
motor learning [59] and can even be a predictor for recovery [60]. Also, the engineering
solution must be flexible enough so that patients with different anthropometrical lengths
and sizes can use it, and it must cost the least possible. The current literature on gait trainers
provides a wide array of linkage-based devices, from the simplest four-bar closed chain
to more complex devices such as an eight-bar or even spatial mechanisms. When using
an end-effector approach, the focus is on guiding the ankle trajectory to reach kinematic
similarity to a chosen baseline. Optimization methods and other synthesis techniques
were used to reach the final dimensions and to decide which links should be adjustable
so the desired flexibility criteria could be met. Another common characteristic is that the
desired trajectory is usually made relative to the hip, meaning that the devices must move
together with the hip joint, or the movement would be kinematically flawed and probably
uncomfortable. The following subsections provide more details on these topologies.

4.1. Planar Four-Bar Linkages

A four-bar linkage (Figure 5) is a ubiquitous linkage used in many different applica-
tions. As the name says, there are four bars or links, each one united by a joint, often with
the ground link omitted.

Even within gait rehabilitation applications, the four-bar can be used in different forms
to achieve different goals. In [61], the four-bar linkage was used as the main moving part
of a device called RANK (Robotic ANKle), intended to prevent foot drop and aid walking.
A comparison between gait trainers in [62] used a four-bar linkage to compare to six-bar
and eight-bar linkages, using gait databases to build its kinematic baseline and performing
evaluations regarding accuracy (root mean square error, RMSE) for both trajectory (path
and timing) and path errors. The dimensional synthesis utilizes optimization to find the
best mechanism variables for each topology (four-, six-, or eight-bar). The Linkage Design
Gait Trainer (LGT) is a linkage-based gait trainer with a single degree of freedom (DoF). The
four-bar linkage is coupled to a walking frame and guides the ankle joint as an end-effector
type of device [63]. In [64], the linkage was synthesized using 50 points of a prescribed
ankle trajectory. Another interesting proposal is made in [65], synthesizing a four-bar
linkage without a baseline through topology optimization. A summary is presented at
Table 2 below:
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Table 2. Four-bar linkages for gait rehabilitation.

Four-Bar
Linkage Synthesis/Optimization Accuracy Measure Gait

Baseline

[62] Multi-objective RMS error and Peak error 1 Dataset [66]

[63] Constrained nonlinear
multivariable RMS error Normative (scaled)

[64] Nonlinear least squares Sum of error distances Biomechanical model

[65] Shape optimization +
topology optimization Error bound Dataset [66]

1 RMS referring to root mean square. Both measures applied to trajectory (time-dependent) and
path (time-independent).

Figure 5. A planar four-bar linkage.

4.2. Planar Five-Bar Linkages and Six Bar-Linkages

A five-bar linkage is proposed in [67] to guide a patient’s leg as a gait trainer.
It consists of a combination of a 2R open chain with a 3R open chain and a pair of non-
circular gears that connect the movement of the two cranks. For its synthesis, it used
kinematic mapping for the rigid body guidance synthesis, using four predefined poses,
achieving a posture error (angle difference) of 2.13◦ and a maximum error of 3.32 mm with
a prototype. The motion baseline used was derived from kinematic data obtained from
marker position measurements made at the knee joint and calf using a high-speed camera.

An exoskeleton leg is proposed in [68], using the five-bar linkage to guide the user’s
leg and generate the ankle’s trajectory. Two of its links must move parallel to the user’s
legs, and it is intended to guide the movements of the knee and hip joints only, using an
elliptical cam as a crank. Kinematic analysis and simulations demonstrate the feasibility,
followed by comparisons with experimental data acquired via wearable goniometers.

The UCI Gait Mechanism [69] is a mechanism design composed of two main linkages.
The main linkage is a six-bar linkage to guide a patient’s leg as an end-effector (through the
ankle joint). The other linkage is a cam-driven parallelogram linkage linked to the six-bar
linkage for controlling foot orientation. The six-bar linkage is a Stephenson III six-bar
(Figure 6)synthesized by a proposal of a combination between homotopy solutions (using
Bertini homotopy solver) for path synthesis and gradient-based optimization, using various
techniques (Mathematica’s built-in algorithms for optimization: “Newton”, “Gradient”,
“InteriorPoint”, “QuasiNewton”, “ConjugateGradient”, and “ConjugateGradient” with
“FletcherReeves” [70]. The foot orientation mechanism design is detailed in [71].
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Figure 6. A planar Stephenson III six-bar linkage.

Another proposal for a six-bar linkage came in [72], following an optimization proce-
dure for dimensional synthesis. In this dimensional synthesis, a cooperative dual particle
swarm optimization procedure was employed, using 60 precision points. The results
show an average distance between the coupler point and the baseline trajectory of 3.5 mm.
Not just path-oriented but time-dependent point-path trajectory is considered, and the
results show no need for variable crank speed (constant crank speed will suffice to match
gait requirements).

A machine learning-driven approach is presented in [73] for a six-bar linkage gait
trainer design. Its approach is a subject-specific rehabilitation approach with subject-
specific gait trajectories. A gait predictor model proposed by the authors produces subject-
specific trajectories, which then serve as the basis for the linkage synthesis problem. A gait
dataset [74] was employed to verify the accuracy of the gait predictor model, resulting in
above 95% test accuracy. A neural-network framework called conditional–variational auto-
encoders performs the linkage synthesis. The authors, however, warn that this approach,
although capable of providing a selection of linkage candidates, cannot guarantee accuracy
and requires further investigation.

Another example of linkage synthesis using artificial intelligence techniques is dis-
played in [75]. However, unlike all other design proposals already presented, this approach
focuses on more than one joint for its linkage synthesis process (ankle and knee). The gener-
ated six-bar Stephenson III mechanism achieves the two joints’ trajectories by minimizing
the MSE loss (inferior to 10−3 error), using a dataset [76] as a baseline for comparisons.
Table 3 compiles the five-bar and six-bar topologies:

Table 3. Five-bar linkages and six-bar linkages for gait rehabilitation.

Linkage
Topology Synthesis/Optimization Accuracy Measure Gait

Baseline

Five-bar [67] Kinematic mapping and
rigid body guidance

Position Error
Angle Error Experimental

Five-bar [68] Rigid body guidance
(not explicit) Not mentioned Experimental

Six-bar [69–71] Unconstrained optimization Error Function Experimental

Six-bar [72] Combined dual particle
swarm optimization

Coupler vs. reference:
Average distance

Maximum distance
Sum of distances

Experimental

Six-bar [73]
Deep generative models
(conditional–variational

auto-encoders)

RMSE 1 for gait
prediction models

Individual–specific, using
gait prediction models

trained on a real dataset
(KIST dataset)

Six-bar [75] Deep generative
neural network MSE 2 Normative [76]

1 RMSE stands for root mean square error. 2 MSE stands for mean squared error.
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4.3. Planar Higher-Order Linkages and Spatial Linkages

A seven-bar linkage concept was presented in [77], using a cam-linkage approach. The
dimensional synthesis was realized by obeying a path and prescribed timing for comparison
to a normative gait database from the Hong Kong Polytechnic University [78]. After an
inverse kinematics analysis, an optimization procedure was realized in two conditions:
with the hip joint assumed to be fixed in the vertical direction and with the hip movable.
By means of a genetic algorithm implementation for the abovementioned optimization
problem, dimensional parameters were found for both cases, and the results allowed for a
constant crank rotation. Average residuals are 11.5 mm for the fixed case and 9.0 mm for
the movable case.

The Mech-Walker [79] is an eight-bar linkage end-effector based on a Jansen eight-bar
mechanism (Figure 7). Its synthesis is performed using the ankle path, considering position
and time (prescribed timing). A global optimization algorithm (MultiStart) is utilized for
minimizing the contour error (the orthogonal smallest distance separating the created
trajectory and baseline trajectory). It also proposes a body weight support that supports
the mechanism for the legs and generates the vertical motion of the center of mass (CoM).

Figure 7. A Jansen eight-bar linkage (crank link in red).

Another gait trainer proposition comes from [80], where an eight-bar Jansen linkage
was designed to follow a natural trajectory during gait for the ankle. The device was
created using a gait dataset [66] as a baseline that represents the gait kinematics of healthy
individuals walking on a treadmill. A wooden proof-of-concept was made to test and
validate design simulations under constant angular velocity.

The AutoLEE-II [81] is a bio-inspired exoskeleton that attempts to avoid the need for
crutches, canes, or walkers, which are needed when using other gait devices. To achieve
that, it needs to be able to maintain balance and protect its user against the risk of falls and
the injuries that would follow. It is bio-inspired because the spatial mechanisms it employs
seek to mimic the actual human joints, with all of them active, although with a different
quantity of degrees of freedom. According to the biomechanical model it is following,
the human hip has three degrees of freedom (abduction/adduction, flexion/extension,
and endo/exo-rotation), the knee has one degree of freedom (flexion/extension), and the
ankle has three (inversion/eversion, dorsi/plantar flexion, and endo/exo-rotation). For
the hip, it utilizes a modified version of the parallelogram-based remote center-of-motion
mechanism (RCM), following requirements of large range of motion, stiffness, and axis
alignment. The knee joint is a parallelogram-based remote transmission mechanism. The
ankle joint is modeled as a two-degree-of-freedom exoskeleton adopting a decoupled
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universal joint parallel linkage URR-USR/U. The kinematic model has seven links, and
simulations demonstrate the feasibility of its self-balancing feature. In summary, the
AutoLEE-II is a 12 DoF exoskeleton with a self-balancing feature using spatial mechanisms
to mimic human joints. Table 4 groups all the higher-order and spatial mechanisms:

Table 4. Planar higher-order mechanisms and spatial linkages for gait rehabilitation.

Linkage
Topology Synthesis/Optimization Accuracy Measure Gait

Baseline

Seven-bar [77] Genetic algorithm Average residuals Dataset [78]

Eight-bar [79] Global optimization
(MultiStart)

Hip and knee angles:
Mean

Standard deviation
Dataset [82,83]

Eight-bar [80] Interior point method RMSE Dataset [66]
Spatial linkage [81] Bio-inspired Not verified Not applicable

4.4. Critical Analysis and Discussion

This review provided a closer look at the research state of linkage-based devices
designed for gait training. Even though these devices follow a similar general design
path, there is considerable heterogeneity in design methods and accuracy measures. This
heterogeneity brings interesting and diverse options; however, it is also important for
future research to bring some minimal data regarding a design proposal to allow for some
comparisons to be made.

In some cases, user-specific kinematic data are used as a baseline; in others, standard-
ized datasets are employed. There is no standard form of evaluation of kinematic accuracy,
and the design process is not always explicit. Measurements and data acquisition also vary
greatly from a single high-speed video camera to a professional array of video cameras
according to the best practices for measuring and analyzing clinical gait.

There can be some degree of variation between gait measurements obtained from a
normative gait database and the experiments conducted by the design team of a new gait
trainer. Therefore, it is important to be able to explain what the contributing factors for these
variations are, i.e., if they are inherent to the design, if they come from the measurement
systems used, or even if they can be regarded as normal variation as no individual will have
the exact same gait as any other [84]. Measurement systems can also have an impact on
cost, and to overcome this precision–cost challenge, different studies are seeking to obtain
and validate open-source measurement systems with less expensive hardware. A study
performed in [85] that compared open-source pose estimation against industry-standard
optical motion capture using markers illustrated the promise of these new methods. They
were able to achieve high levels of accuracy, and there is an expectation of continuous
improvement as they progress in training these algorithms, which is an essential part of
improving a machine learning algorithm’s performance.

The baseline of comparison is critical for a gait trainer’s design evaluation. Before
evaluating the kinematic accuracy of a device, it is necessary to have a healthy gait baseline,
which encompasses not only different individuals and different anthropometric measures
but also different gait speeds. There are different gait databases available that can be used
as a basis for comparison, and considering gait speeds is also important since there may be
some variation in gait kinematics depending on gait speed, as shown in [86].

Kinematic accuracy is an important element in the linkage design of a gait trainer. The
establishment of kinematic accuracy passes through the already mentioned measurement
system (for experimental validation) and an appropriate choice of gait baseline. But with
those available, it is necessary to quantify this accuracy by means of one or more indicators.
Path synthesis linkage research has used several different accuracy indicators. Examples are
the root mean square error (RMS) and peak errors in [62], absolute error, normalized-shape
descriptor vector error (NSDV), and turning distance (TD) in [87], or mean squared error
(MSE) in [75]. Alternatively, clinical gait analysis has different established indices of kine-
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matic variability. Some examples are the coefficient of multiple correlation (CMC), mean
absolute variability (MAV), root mean square deviation (RMSD), and linear fit method
(LFM) [88]. As can be observed, path synthesis and clinical gait research do not exactly
match when it comes to their kinematic accuracy indices. Although each indicator might
have its own advantages and disadvantages, it can be argued that the whole research envi-
ronment would benefit from a common base of indicators, allowing all personnel involved
(designers, clinicians, and therapists) to be familiar with the accuracy measurements and
permitting comparisons to be drawn based on these indicators.

Comparisons between different designs can prove important when comparing differ-
ent outcomes from controlled trials and having to single out which feature is responsible for
superior results. For instance, if a less kinematically accurate gait trainer achieves superior
results when compared to another more accurate trainer, excluding other sources of bias, it
might very well be possible that both have already achieved some minimal threshold of
kinematic accuracy for rehabilitation, and the superior results are probably due to other
characteristics. This is why a common basis of comparison can prove important for future
research. In addition to that, some details regarding the topology choice are highly recom-
mended to be shared, as they can be very useful for other researchers, not only to learn
but also to avoid spending research efforts on topologies that were already deemed not
promising and therefore outdated for the current goal of gait training.

5. Key Points towards the Design of New Linkage-Based Devices

A recommendation for future research can be made based on the points made in the
previous section, especially regarding comparability. It is advisable that future research on
gait trainers provide or specify the source for a gait baseline, preferably using gait databases
or normative data. The gait databases and normative data can also have heterogeneity
amongst themselves, but at least they provide details regarding measurement, population,
and other conditions that might affect kinematic results. The topology choice criteria are
commonly omitted, and disclosing this part, even briefly, helps future researchers make
their own choices. In addition to details regarding topology choice, details about the
design process and linkage synthesis can be relevant, especially for those also researching
the efficacy and performance of such methods and presenting an optimized result. The
measurement system used for evaluating a gait trainer is also important since it can
provide a practical source of performance comparison. Different measurement systems
have different measurement accuracies and must be clearly stated in the research to allow
future readers to draw conclusions, replicate results, and compare. The choice of an
indicator or a set of indicators to demonstrate kinematic accuracy compared to the chosen
gait baseline is another relevant facet of gait research. Different indicators have their own
advantages and disadvantages, and a common one would benefit the whole research
community, be it the root mean squared error (RMSE) or any other indicator for the
evaluation of goodness of fit.

Since the presented linkage-based devices are designed using rigid links and joints,
they will repeat the gait patterns throughout the therapy session. This presents a disad-
vantage that was once present on robotic devices and was later dealt with by changing the
control strategy, permitting compatibility with Bernstein’s principle of “repetition without
repetition” [89]. It is advisable that future linkage-based gait trainers incorporate this
feature in their designs so they can be truly comparable with their robotic counterparts.
Many linkage-based gait trainers seek kinematic accuracy in the sagittal plane and start off
the training by replicating what is to be considered a healthy pattern. The link adjustments,
when they exist, are there to accommodate different anthropometric sizes and provide
flexibility for the gait trainer to be used by a larger population. However, it can constitute
additional flexibility and even a new approach if the patient can work towards a healthy
gait gradually instead of going immediately to the final gait pattern. A linkage-based
gait trainer that possesses this flexibility of adjusting the linkages to enable intermediary
gait patterns towards the final one (the one contained in the baseline) might constitute an
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option for future research in this area, in line with motor adaptation concepts [90,91]. So, in
summary, future research is recommended to present the following:

• References to serve as gait baselines, preferably from a database or normative data;
• Topology selection criteria and the kinematic synthesis process;
• Measurement systems and accuracy characteristics used to obtain experimental data;
• Kinematic accuracy indicator(s) aligned with the literature and clinical gait analysis;
• Compatibility with the Bernstein principle “repetition without repetition”;
• Possibility of gradual training towards a final kinematic trajectory;
• Target population based on anthropometrical lengths and sizes, grouped.

6. A Possible New Design of a Linkage-Based Gait Trainer

Gait trainers have a diverse degree of configuration and complexity, being generally
composed of several elements, including a body weight support system (BWSS) and a gait
guidance system (Figure 8). Gait guidance systems can employ an exoskeleton, end-effector,
cable-driven, or linkage-based leg guidance system. These robotic devices control and
guide the leg trajectories by employing different drive and control systems, can be fixed
or mobile, and facilitate walking on a treadmill or overground. They can also include
biofeedback and make use of serious games to improve therapy outcomes.
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Figure 8. A simplified representation of a gait trainer and its main components. They can also be
fixed or mobile, and they train gait using a treadmill or directly overground.

A linkage-based gait trainer could come in several new configurations, depending
on the choice of BWSS, drive system (motors and actuators), control system, and/or the
inclusion of biofeedback systems and integration with serious games. Therefore, all of
these systems must be considered for the complete design of a linkage-based gait trainer.
However, the scope of this work is limited to the design of the linkage mechanism for a
linkage-based gait trainer. After completion of the mechanism synthesis, further design
steps should follow for the design and selection of, among other things, off-the-shelf and
customized components, motors, sensors, and control.

With previous recommendations taken into consideration, a more general approach
for the linkage design process could be as shown in Figure 9.
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This design process can serve as a guiding tool for new designs by assisting the
designer in considering critical aspects of linkage-based design and facilitating commu-
nication and evaluation for future researchers and health practitioners. Next, taking into
consideration the design recommendations and following the general approach described, a
possible new linkage-based design is presented in more detail in the following subsections.

6.1. Gait Baselines

The choice is to extract trajectories of interest from a database [86] in order to form
gait baselines. This dataset contains overground and treadmill gait kinematic and kinetic
data from 42 healthy volunteers (24 young adults and 18 older adults). It used a 3D
motion capture system, using 12 cameras, 5 force platforms, and a dual-belt split treadmill.
A marker-set protocol was employed to define anatomical locations of interest [92], and the
users performed the gait trials barefooted.

Using the gait database as the source of physiological gait data, some selections can be
made based on anthropometric dimensions. The individuals from the public dataset have a
height of 171.1 ± 10.5 cm with a mass of 68.4 ± 12.2 kg (young adults’ group) and a height
of 161.8 ± 9.5 cm with a mass of 66.9 ± 10.1 kg (older adults’ group) [86]. Having different
heights and consequently different leg lengths will result in different joint trajectories,
which need to be accounted for in the design.

Another source of baselines for gait trajectories comes from the proposal of gradual
training. Gait impairments create a distance between the considered physiological gait
and the current pathological gait. A new proposal for a linkage-based gait trainer is that it
should add flexibility not only to different anthropometrics but also to different stages of
therapy and allow gradual gait training to be executed. Gradual training can bring similar
benefits as sudden training but with a slower rate of decay [93].

After having a set of different target trajectories that the device must be able to
reproduce, the next step would be to group them into similar ones and optimize their
quantity. The similarity criteria applied could be waveform similarity [94] or different
approaches for evaluating curve similarity.
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After the grouping of target trajectories, a choice must be made regarding the number
of different trajectories since it is not practical to have a completely individualized linkage-
based gait trainer. There is neither the option of “one size fits all” nor the opposite,
individual/specific gait training, but instead something in between these two extremes.
However, it is important to maintain as a principle the avoidance of occasions where an
individual could be trained in abnormal gait parameters, that is, a large mismatch between
gait parameters trained and individual targets.

6.2. Linkage Topology Choice, Synthesis, and Optimization

Linkage topology choice (four-bar, six-bar, or eight-bar) must take into consideration
specific project criteria such as space requirements, kinematic precision, availability of
motor control, and other project-specific requirements. For this proposal, a six-bar was
considered the best choice for being able to attain the kinematic precision of two joints
(ankle and knee) with constant crank rotation [62,75].

With a topology chosen, the synthesis process can begin. As an example, six-bar
synthesis can be performed by constraining a RR chain, as in [95]. The best fit to the target
gait trajectories could be found by applying different approaches, such as gradient-based
optimization, global optimization [71], and even machine learning approaches [75].

Using Figure 10 as an example, there are two loops in the six-bar linkage,
loop 1 (G1 J1 J2G2) and loop 2 (G1 J1CJ3G3). Using the complex plane for formulating the
kinematic equations, the vector loops are as follows:

r2 cos(θ2 + θ0) + r3 cos(θ3 + θ0)− r1 cos θ0 − r4 cos(θ4 + θ0) = 0 (1)

ir2 sin(θ2 + θ0) + ir3 sin(θ3 + θ0)− ir1 sin θ0 − ir4 sin(θ4 + θ0) = 0 (2)

r2 cos(θ2 + θ0) + l1 cos(α + θ3 + θ0)− r′1cos θ′0 − r6 cos(θ6 + θ0)− r5 cos(θ5 + θ0) = 0 (3)

r2 sin(θ2 + θ0) + l1 sin(α + θ3 + θ0)− r′1 sin θ′0 − r6 sin(θ6 + θ0)− r5 cos(θ5 + θ0) = 0 (4)
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Now, making use of Euler’s transform, eix = cos x + i sin x, and making (1) + (2) and
(3) + (4), we can obtain the following:

r2ei(θ2+θ0) + r3ei(θ3+θ0) − r1eiθ0 − r4ei(θ4+θ0) = 0 (5)
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r2ei(θ2+θ0) + l1ei(α+θ3+θ0) − r′1eiθ′0 − r6ei(θ6+θ0) − r5ei(θ5+θ0) = 0 (6)

Introducing the notation for the exponentials eiθ = Θ as was performed in [96], these
equations become as follows:

r2Θ2Θ0 + r3Θ3Θ0 − r1Θ0 − r4Θ4Θ0 = 0 (7)

r2Θ2Θ0 + l1Θ3Θ0eiα − r′1Θ′
0 − r6Θ6Θ0 − r5Θ5Θ0 = 0 (8)

This set of equations allows for the introduction of another set, using their complex
conjugates:

r2Θ−1
2 Θ−1

0 + r3Θ−1
3 Θ−1

0 − r1Θ−1
0 − r4Θ−1

4 Θ−1
0 = 0 (9)

r2Θ−1
2 Θ−1

0 + l1Θ−1
3 Θ−1

0 e−iα − r′1Θ′
0 − r6Θ−1

6 Θ−1
0 − r5Θ−1

5 Θ−1
0 = 0 (10)

These four equations characterize an initial configuration for the exemplified six-bar
linkage. For a complete synthesis, it requires a system of equations that can be very large,
depending on the number of task positions utilized. Details of this procedure are shown
in [70,97], where the synthesis was performed using eleven task positions.

It is possible to improve upon the synthesis process by means of optimization techniques,
using the synthesis solutions as initial guesses [70]. An example of an optimization procedure
was performed in [98] for a four-bar linkage and for a six-bar linkage, using their proprietary
algorithm, called MUMSA (Malaga University Mechanism Synthesis Algorithm).

The general optimization problem can be defined as shown below [99]:
Minimize/Maximize F(L)

Subject to hi(L) ≤ 0
L = [x1, · · · , xn]
xmin

j < xj < xmax
j

where F(L) is the objective function to be optimized; hi(L) represents the constraint func-
tions; and L = [x1, · · · , xn] is the linkage design vector, which is defined by its set of design
variables and the search domain is defined by the interval xmin

j < xj < xmax
j .

The authors [98] define the optimization problem in two parts. The first part is
as follows:

f1(·) =
N

∑
i=1

[(
Ci

Xd − Ci
X

)2
+

(
Ci

Yd − Ci
Y

)2
]

(11)

where N is the number of precision points,
(
Ci

Xd, Ci
Yd
)

is the coordinated pair of desired
precision points, and

(
Ci

X , Ci
Y
)

is the coordinated pair of generated precision points.
This first part optimizes the six-bar linkage so that the coupler, C, goes into the

predefined precision points. The second part goes as follows:

f2(·) =
Nd

∑
i=1

(
θi

6d − θi
6g

)2
(12)

where Nd is the required number of objective points for dwell period, θi
6d is the objective

output angles, and θi
6g is the generated output angles.

This second part is related to a requirement involving the input angle θ2 and output
angle θ6. Hence, the function to be minimized is as follows:

min

{
N

∑
i=1

[(
Ci

Xd − Ci
X

)2
+

(
Ci

Yd − Ci
Y

)2
]
+

Nd

∑
i=1

(
θi

6d − θi
6g(X)

)2
+ M1·h1(X) + M2·h2(X) + M3·h3(X)

}
(13)

where X =
[
r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6, rcx, rcy, r′1, θ′0, θ0, x0, y0, θ1

2 , θ2
2 · · · · · · θN

2
]

is a set of design vari-
ables; M1, M2, M3 are the penalty factors; and h1, h2, h3 are the constraint functions.
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The optimization problem employs three constraint functions regarding the specific
case described in [98]. The constraint function h1 is related to the Grashof condition, h2 is
related to the crank angle sequence, and h3 is for avoiding the violation of the transmission
angle (acute angle between coupler link and output link) condition. This is a procedure that
must be followed for all different trajectories that the linkage will reproduce, mentioned
in Section 6.1, defining all link adjustments required for the device. Additionally, a new
design could contain a variable crank feature to allow kinematic variability for the walking
task (Figure 11). This variability would consist of avoiding the kinematic repetition of
successive steps by varying the crank length after each full rotation. To achieve this, cams
can be used to vary the linkage’s crank length, r2, as in [100].

This kinematic variability is introduced as a way of avoiding consecutive step repeti-
tion, which would happen with a rigid, fixed linkage configuration. By adjusting crank
rotation and cam rotation appropriately, it is possible to keep a fixed step that varies its
length after each cycle (each cycle corresponding to one crank full rotation) in a limited
way depending on cam geometry.
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6.3. Prototype and Testing

Proof-of-concept prototyping at a reduced size could be performed to demonstrate
effectiveness in achieving design objectives and for evaluation. Real-size prototyping for
trials would follow if those were successful.

The ideal measurement set should be the same as the dataset chosen—in this case,
a motion capture system described in the reference dataset [86]. The similarity between
trained gait trajectory and baseline is one of the aspects of interest; hence, it is crucial to
perform appropriate measurements since measurement precision can vary significantly
across different measurement equipment and methods [85].

6.4. Final Remarks

A new design for a gait trainer can be introduced by following the design methodology
discussed before and making some choices, like the source for a gait baseline. It includes
some important elements: a gait baseline, topology choice, the synthesis and optimization of
a linkage-based proposal, a measurement methodology, and accuracy indices for kinematics.
It can be related to a single joint or more, but the process remains the same, with slight
changes in synthesis and optimization procedures (which could be multi-objective, for
example, if the objective is to work with more than one joint like the knee and ankle).
Link adjustments required to be able to execute different trajectories (required for different
anthropometrics or in gradual training) are defined during the synthesis and optimization
processes. Kinematic variability can be introduced by connecting a properly dimensioned
cam (or association of cams) to the crank after the synthesis process, synchronized to the
crank rotation, so it can vary its dimension after each full rotation.
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7. Conclusions

This paper represents a comprehensive endeavor encompassing several key compo-
nents. Firstly, it conducts a critical review of the current landscape in gait rehabilitation,
emphasizing the limited effectiveness and high costs associated with existing robotic de-
vices. This critical examination serves as a foundational premise for the subsequent research
directions. Secondly, this paper proposes a systematic design approach to assist in the de-
sign process of such complex robotic devices for gait training. In light of the shortcomings
identified in the existing robotic devices, this systematic approach aims to address the key
design issues and facilitate the creation of innovative and cost-effective design solutions. It
seeks to streamline the design process, enhance the effectiveness of rehabilitation devices,
and mitigate the economic constraints that have hindered progress in the field. Finally, as a
tangible demonstration of the proposed systematic design approach, this paper presents
an exemplificative case study. This case study serves as a practical embodiment of the
principles and methodologies outlined in the systematic approach. Through this example,
key research elements are showcased, offering insights into their importance for the eval-
uation of research outcomes and the determination of critical success factors. In essence,
this paper not only critically assesses the current state of gait rehabilitation devices but
also pioneers a systematic design procedure intended to address the identified limitations.
It culminates in a tangible case study that illustrates the application of this new design
approach. By integrating these elements, this paper contributes to advancing the field
of gait rehabilitation, fostering innovation, and promoting cost-effective solutions for the
benefit of both researchers and healthcare practitioners.
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